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Midwest Poultry Services Looks to the Future
proﬁts for egg producers nationwide.
A big question surrounding the cagefree issue, Krouse says, is whether the
marketplace or animal rights activists
determine its outcome, and it’s uncertain how customers will ultimately
weigh in on the issue. What is certain,
he says, is that the issue will keep egg
producers cautious.
Photo: Gary Gerard.

Market for Eggs Growing
Bob Krouse, President of Midwest Poultry Services,
thinks the industry is likely to remain proﬁtable overall
during the next three years.

By Edward Clark, Editor

L

ike many egg companies in 2007,
this is not a year of expansion for
Midwest Poultry Services, L.P.
“Our goal is to keep the ﬂock size where
it’s at,” says Bob Krouse, president of
the Mentone, Ind., ﬁrm.
While having no growth plans for the
near term, longer term, Krouse says that
companies like his—one of the nation’s
top egg companies with 6 million layers—will have to grow to match the
needs of expanding customers. But not
for a while, and not before some major
industry issues are worked out.
Besides Indiana, the company has operations in Illinois, and Ohio, “where the
feed markets are,” says Krouse, who has
been with the company for 24 years.

years,” he says. One big reason why is
animal welfare. He, like others in the
industry, are reticent to spend the $2
million to $4 million necessary for a
new layer house, not knowing what his
customers may demand on how eggs
are produced.
Closely related, he says, is the capital
outlay Midwest Poultry Services has invested over the past 5 years to increase
cage space from 52 sq. in. to 64 sq. in. to
meet new United Egg Producers animal
welfare guidelines. Such shifts signiﬁcantly contribute to why there was no
surplus in eggs this summer, and strong

“I think the market for eggs is growing and retailers will let their customers
decide. Most will have a selection available. I can’t see the 5 percent animal
welfare activists denying 95 percent of
a good inexpensive protein.” He adds
that he continues to believe that egg
consumption will keep growing, “and
that the American Egg Board is doing a
good job to accomplish that.”
Other issues keeping producers cautious about expanding are regulatory
concerns, such as the environment, and
current high feed prices coupled with an
unknown demand caused by the emerging ethanol market that, he adds, “keeps
people on the ropes a little.”
It’s been harder this time around,
Krouse says, “to produce our way out
of proﬁtability like we did in 2004.”
Regarding the strength of egg prices, he

Animal Welfare Deters
Industry Growth
Krouse is optimistic on proﬁts in the
near term. “Overall, I think the industry will be proﬁtable over the next three
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l Midwest Poultry Services l
continues, “We’ve been fortunate this
year.”
Despite Midwest Poultry Service’s
caution on growth now, its expansion
has been impressive since its inception in 1968. The company began with
300,000 layers, created as a business

Bob Krouse says that the animal welfare
issue, regulatory issues, and high feed
costs are making the industry cautious on
expansion.
for a feed company that was started
in 1875. “Our company has evolved
and changed as the egg business has,”
Krouse states.
Dramatic increases in corn and soybean prices notwithstanding, the company’s commodity risk program has
remained the same. It buys from local
sources wherever possible. “If $2/cwt
or $4/cwt, corn still will be 55 percent
to 60 percent of the ration cost,” explains Krouse.

Industry Needs to Get Creative
The industry, Krouse says, “has taken
things about as far as it can on production efﬁciency. Now we have to get creative and take whatever the next step is.”
In his view, that includes packaging.
“When you go to the food packaging
expo in Chicago, you see a lot that can
be adjusted to our industry.”
EI
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➤Humane Society’s Latest Target: Wendy’s
The Humane Society of the United
States (HSUS) has criticized Columbus,
Ohio-based Wendy’s for not using cagefree eggs.
“Wendy’s should do the right thing and
start using cage-free eggs as it expands its
breakfast menu,” says Paul Shapiro, senior director of the HSUS’s factory farming campaign. “There’s no reason that
it shouldn’t at least meet the moderate
improvements Burger King has implemented,” he says.
The HSUS, a Wendy’s shareholder, recently initiated an ad campaign including
print and radio spots urging Wendy’s to
follow the lead of Burger King and begin
phasing in the use of cage-free eggs.
In March, Burger King committed to
using 5 percent cage-free eggs by the end
of 2007.
Wendy’s says it is choosing to work
with animal welfare experts on different
cruelty-free guidelines rather than weigh
in on the cage-free debate, an Associated
Press article says. Wendy’s states that it is
very committed to the humane treatment
of animals.

➤Newspaper Comes to Eggs’ Rescue
In June, the Center for Science in the
Public Interest attacked egg companies
for promoting their eggs’ Omega-3 health
content because, in the group’s view, eggs
are high in cholesterol. But eggs just may
be considered a healthy delivery system,
according to an article in last month’s Los
Angeles Times.
The article says that the confusion over
blood cholesterol and dietary cholesterol
may have resulted in eggs getting a much
worse reputation than they deserve. Eggs
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are inexpensive, full of protein and contain high levels of lutein and zeaxanthin,
which may protect against blindness from
macular degeneration, the article says.
In addition, the article cites a study by
Harvard University researchers and funded by university and federal money that
found one egg a day does not increase the
risk of heart disease in healthy people.
At present, the American Heart Association recommends that people with no
risk of heart disease consume less than
300 milligrams of dietary cholesterol
daily and people with diabetes, heart disease or elevated LDL levels, consume
less than 200 milligrams per day. These
guidelines are reviewed every 10 years,
most recently in 2000, which means that
eggs could come up for review in 2010.
A single egg contains about 213 milligrams of dietary cholesterol.

➤In U.K., No Vegetarian Symbol
for Mars Bar
In the United Kingdom, the Vegetarian
Society has denied the request of Masterfoods, maker of the Mars candy bar, to
use the 46-year-old seedling symbol. The
reason: the company still uses eggs from
hens raised in battery cages.
“We are pleased that Masterfoods has
recognized the importance of labeling to
its vegetarian customers,” the society’s
CEO Annette Pinner told BBC News.
“However, it is important for consumers
to recognize the difference between minimum vegetarian standards and the higher
criteria associated with Vegetarian Society approval.”
In May, Masterfoods dropped plans
to use animal-based whey rennet after
receiving 6,000 customer complaints.
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Traceability: Very Important,
but Analyze Costs
By Dr. Simon M. Shane

T

raceability is recognized as an
important issue in all aspects of
production, marketing and international trade in products derived from
intensive animal production systems.
Public health episodes including Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE)
in cattle, PCB, and dioxin contamination
of ingredients, E. coli 0157: H7 infection
associated with processed ground beef
and the most recent incident involving
melamine contamination of pet food,

program is critical to rapidly identifying
the source of infection in epidemiological investigations of food borne disease
outbreaks.
A further component more recent and
speciﬁc to the United States involves
agro-bioterrorism. One U.S. producer
has made claims relating to superior
safety associated with eggs individually
etched with a code.
In assessing risks associated with deliberate adulteration or tampering of the
food supply, eggs can be regarded as

➤ Liquid bulk product such as milk, ice cream, juices

or pasteurized egg liquid are more likely targets for
deliberate adulteration than whole shell eggs.

have all contributed to intensive concern
over traceability.
The European Union (EU) has been
especially active in formulating regulations to protect consumers. Recognition
of the high incidence rate of SE among
member countries of the EU has resulted
in a series of directives regarding traceability from farm of origin to point of
sale.
Directive 2002/4/EC mandates compulsory identiﬁcation on each shell egg
effective Jan. 1, 2004. With variations
in member nations, eggs are imprinted
with a unique code which speciﬁes
farming method (organic, free-range,
non-conﬁned or caged), country of origin, farm ID, and a “use before” date.
In addition, producer associations or
individual plants apply logos for promotional purposes.

Trace-Back Program Critical
Apart from legislated identiﬁcation,
a number of food marketing companies
in various countries require imprinting,
including ECO and other major food
chains in Japan. It is evident that identiﬁcation as a component of a trace-back

fairly insigniﬁcant since tampering of
packed shell product would be time consuming and limited in impact. Liquid
bulk product such as milk, ice cream,
juices or pasteurized egg liquid are more
likely targets for deliberate adulteration
than whole shell eggs.

Components of Traceability
Systems
The primary requirement for a traceback system involves a coded sequence
of numbers or digits on each pack or
alternatively on individual eggs. The
method of application is determined by
available technology, cost considerations, durability, susceptibility to fraudulent change, legibility, and compatibility with the shell.
A database is the second component
of a traceability system. Consumers
and investigators should be able to access records to track product through the
various stages of production extending
from the farm through processing, including imprinting, storage, transport,
distribution, and ultimately to display at
point of sale. Traceability involves both
trace-back to origin and trace-forward

investigation associated with product
recall.

Education of Stakeholders
Any system requires education of the
various stakeholders involved in production, distribution and marketing through
to the consumer. Systems which are
mandated by law and are uniform in
their presentation are generally accepted
by consumers. Introduction of innovative systems requires promotion and
education at both point of sale and in the
media and may not be perceived as an
advantage or a beneﬁt, especially in nations with a low prevalence of SE.
Generally, in the United States, consumers place considerable importance
on the USDA seal. Although this designation relates to grade and quality, there
is a general misconception that eggs derived from a plant under USDA inspection are wholesome and free of contaminants or pathogens.
Shell eggs may be imprinted with
logos to identify branded product with
speciﬁc attributes. This is not strictly
traceability but rather product differentiation. Consumers are provided with an
assurance that marked eggs conform to
brand speciﬁcations, which may include
superior nutritional content or indicate
that the eggs have been subjected to a
process such as in-shell pasteurization.
Marking technologies available today
vary in their levels of sophistication, capabilities and costs (see sidebar).

The Bottom Line
The industry should guard against introduction of non-beneﬁcial innovations
or mandated adoption of sophisticated
technology. New systems will require
capital expenditure and purchase of consumables to achieve real or perceived
advantages, which may not be commensurate with cost. In the event of an egg
borne disease outbreak, current imprinting can identify the plant of origin and
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open dating allows consumers to recognize expiration dates.
It is important for every plant to maintain internal records for feed mill operation, ﬂocks, and processing that can be
applied in the event of a trace-back for
a pathogen or contaminant. Incremental
advances in technology are necessary in
printing on cartons and possibly eggs to
ensure legibility.
Both HACCP and SSOPs should incorporate protocols for trace-back and
recall. Given the current situation in
the U.S. industry, an SE outbreak that
is diagnosed and conﬁrmed through the
FoodNet will initiate an investigation by
the FDA. More complicated or extensive episodes such as contamination of
a feed ingredient common to a region
will involve more extensive trace-back,
which occurred in the recent incident
involving melamine contamination of
mislabeled imported ground wheat incorporated into pet food.

Available Imprinting
Technology
Rubber Stamping
Eggs can be imprinted with an ink
impression using a rubber stamp. This
simple technology applies a logo identifying a brand or the “U.S.” for export,
on each egg after cartoning and before
closure of the lid. There is no capability
to apply unique serial numbers.

I N N O VA

In U.S. plants subject to USDA inspection for interstate shipment, cartons
are stamped with the packing date, the
plant number assigned by USDA, and
the “use by” date. To promote internal
plant quality control, some processors
may apply a packer number.
In the event of a food borne infection,
the carton, which may or may not be
available at the time of investigation,
will provide the most elementary data

aging material (ﬁber, foam, or plastic)
may affect legibility.

Ink Jet Printing
Commercial jet printers can apply the
three required items in addition to time
of packing to cartons. This additional
feature allows more precise identiﬁcation of source ﬂocks if plant records
correlate time of packing with the origin
of eggs.

➤ Available trace-back technology include rubber

stamping, ink jet printing, laser etching, and radio
frequency identiﬁcation.

used to initiate a trace-back investigation. In most well-managed plants
with HACCP and trace-back systems in
place and that pack off-line product, a
paper trail will identify the most probable ﬂock of origin. With in-line units,
it is invariably impossible to identify
individual ﬂocks responsible for an incident but investigations to determine
the possible presence of SE infection
by screening individual units can be
initiated on the basis of carton information.
A problem relating to rubber stamp
imprinting of cartons relates to the
readability of the three items of information. Defective stampers, improperly adjusted packers, incompatibility
of ink with the surface texture of pack-

E G G
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Records are required to relate operation of in-line conveyors transferring
eggs from speciﬁc ﬂocks to the plant or
identifying individual consignments of
eggs when packed off-line. Hitachi supplies the KX series of printers operating
with continuous ink jet technology.
An advantage of the system is the capability of printing clearly on uneven
surfaces and the accommodation of cartons with rounded ends. Although not
in commercial use, continuous ink jet
printers have the ability to apply a barcodes to cartons. Generally, bar codes
are applied to labels then attached to
boxes primarily for inventory control
rather than product traceability. The
Hitachi KX printers offer ﬂexibility in
print characters in either 2- or 4-line
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l Traceability: Very Important, but Analyze Costs l
conﬁgurations using a 65 micron nozzle.
Currently, cost is a signiﬁcant constraint
to general adoption since each unit, including controller and print head, costs
approximately $12,000, compared to the
$50,000 total cost of a modern packer
equipped with a rubber stamper.
Ink jet printing can also apply logos to individual eggs. Domino of the
United Kingdom supplies the A-Series
egg coder for Moba, Staalkat, and Diamond graders together with compatible software. Models are approved for
use in USDA-inspected plants and ink
conforming to FDA speciﬁcations is
available. The most recent Domino A300 series is encapsulated in a stainless
steel enclosure and these models have a
molded keyboard which is used to select
logos, farm and plant codes, and dates.
A number of supermarket chains in the
United States require imprinting of individual eggs both for traceability and
as an assurance of brand identity in addition to product differentiation.
Due to the position of the print head
in relation to the baskets in the transfer
conveyor of the packer, ink jet printing
can only be applied to the side of the
eggs. The logos and imprinting are not
completely visible to consumers when
eggs are placed in cells. Rubber stamping, in contrast, places the logo on the
large end of the egg that is uppermost
when the lid of the carton is opened.

developed based on ink jet printing of
shells. The system is appropriate to
the Canadian industry, which has over
1,000 producers with 19 million hens
in small ﬂocks (from 10,000 to 20,000
birds) supplying packing plants which
operate off-line. Consumers can access
data on their purchased eggs using a
database operated by the developers of
the system.

Laser Etching
Based on initial trials in 1998, EggFusion Inc., in Deerﬁeld, Ill., was established in 2002 to market a system to etch
product identity and traceability data on
eggs using laser technology. The laser
etches the palisade layer to a depth of 50
to 90 nanometers, approximately 5 percent of the thickness of the shell.
Each unit is comprised of a laser generator and an etching head installed on
a grader. Three U.S. producers, two in
Pennsylvania and one in South Carolina, have installed laser etching systems
to service speciﬁc supermarkets in the
Northeast and a club store.
Etching for the club store requires an
“F & T” code which includes a fourdigit designation of the plant including the initials of the retailer and the
expiration date. It is understood that
the client pays a royalty of 2 cents per
dozen for the service and EggFusion
supplies the installation and an opera-

➤ It is important for every plant to maintain internal

records for feed mill operation, ﬂocks, and processing that can be applied in the event of a trace-back
for a pathogen or contaminant.

Both rubber stamping and ink jet
printing require a dry shell which is a
function of appropriate selection of the
temperature of wash and rinse water,
surfactant additive in the sanitizer, installation of an OEM high efﬁciency
drier, and possibly accessory drying
fans. Diligent management of stamping exceeds the requirements for unstamped and generic eggs when graders
with up to 10 packers are operated at a
throttle setting of 350 to 400 cph.
The EggsacTrac system marketed
by Veriﬁed Eggs, Canada, has been

tor. Basically, the imprinting of plant
number (incidentally, not the ofﬁcial
USDA designation) and expiration date
is regarded by the client as desirable
but the process offers little advantage
in traceability over conventional carton
stamping.
Since etched eggs are generics there
is little justiﬁcation for the additional
2 cent per dozen cost. When the etching process was ﬁrst introduced, it was
promoted as a safety feature enabling
a consumer to access a computer database to determine the origin of the

egg, the date of packing, and the expiration date, however this information
is clearly visible on cartons bearing
the USDA seal. Subsequently, etched
eggs have appeared in the marketplace
without the unique numeric code so it
is assumed that this feature was found
to be impractical or have insigniﬁcant
commercial application.
Subsequent to the launch of the EggFusion process as a traceability and
safety feature, the promoters of the system revealed a business plan which involved sale of advertising and corporate
logos on eggs. In September 2006 the
CBS network arranged for 35 million
eggs to be imprinted to promote their
fall program line-up. This experimental use of eggs as “oval billboards” was
apparently ineffective since there has
been no further adoption of the technology for promotional purposes.

Radio Frequency
Identiﬁcation (RFID)
RFID is a method of electronically
imprinting and retrieving data from
tags attached to products or cartons.
The tags are comprised of a small integrated circuit that stores data and modulates a radio frequency signal. They
can be read remotely providing inventory control and security information.
The second component of the system
is an antenna that communicates with
a reader.
Although traceability can be achieved
using bar code imprinting, when developed more fully, RFID is expected
to offer advantages although at an additional cost. Wal-Mart has been the
most progressive developer of RFID
application, requiring suppliers of 100
products to apply tags.
Problems associated with this technology include variation in standards
(VHF vs. UHF), possible constraints
to applications associated with privacy
issues, complexity and cost. It is possible that with future development, RFID
could be used at the carton level to provide positive identiﬁcation of product
as to source, date of packing, and other
details. Although data would be available to both producers and distributors,
consumers would be unable to verify
product identity unless readers became
a conventional kitchen gadget.
EI
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Bayer understands it’s the
little things that make a big difference
in a proﬁtable poultry operation.
These days, poultry producers scrutinize every
aspect of their operation to maximize proﬁt. Flies and
darkling beetles pose a signiﬁcant threat to proﬁtability. Bayer
provides a

family of poultry insecticides and a variety

of application options to confront these problem pests. Tempo®
insecticides provide residual control of nuisance insects in layers
and broiler breeders. They also provide

cost-effective

control of darkling beetles in broiler operations. QuickBayt ® Fly Bait
attracts and kills ﬂies with amazing speed in layers and
broiler breeders. For more information, contact your
local Bayer Sales Representative, or
call Bayer Customer Service at 1-800-633-3796.

www.bayer-ah.com © 2006 Bayer HealthCare LLC, Animal Health Division, Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66201
Bayer, the Bayer Cross, Tempo and QuickBayt are trademarks of Bayer.
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Export Picture Keeps
Getting Better
By Edward Clark, Editor

E

xports of eggs and egg products
continue to have a strong year in
2007, which is one more reason
why the year is such a strong one for
producer bottom lines.
For the ﬁrst six months of the year,
exports of table eggs were up 139
percent by value and 100 percent by
volume compared to the same period
in 2006, with egg product sales also
strong, up 32 percent by value and 12
percent by volume.
“I’ve never seen such phenomenal
growth in shell egg exports and sustained growth of processed eggs as
well,” says James Sumner, President of
the USA Poultry & Egg Export Council (USAPEEC), Stone Mountain, Ga.
Looking at the second half of 2007,
he adds: “I don’t see any reason why
things will change.”

Another USEM Sale
On the table egg side, exports are due
in large part to sales by United States
Egg Marketers (USEM), and the group
approved an additional sale last month
of 132 container loads of eggs for export starting with delivery the week
of August 20, according to the United
Egg Producers (UEP). UEP says that
never in the past seven years since UEP
assumed management of USEM has an
export order ever been made at such a
high price.
The sale, made at 60 cents per dozen, is
10 cents higher than any previous export.
UEP says that Urner Barry’s quote
for breaking stock in Europe was 27
cents per dozen higher than a year ago
in mid-August, which indicates that
there may be a limited supply of eggs
for breaking in Europe.

Indeed, it’s no exaggeration to say
that exports to Europe have skyrocketed, with January-June 2007 volume
of table egg exports from the United
States up an astounding 6,101 percent
compared to previous-year levels, with
egg product exports to Europe also
strong, up 183 percent.
Why such strong sales to Europe? In
the view of Dean Hughson, director of

boosted sales of eggs and egg products
to Europe, but former markets served
by Europe are now possible

Reasons for Growth
Overall, though, the reasons U.S.
egg sales are improving are three-fold:
the quality of U.S. eggs, the fact that
the United States is the world’s lowcost producer, and that United States

Table 1. Top Regional Egg Export Destinations, Jan.-June 2007
In Metric Tons (Table Eggs in Doz.) and $Million

Table Eggs
East Asia
EU-27
Middle East
North America
Caribbean
South Asia
Total, World

Jan.-June
‘07
18.1
9.3
7.7
5.8
1.1
0.6
43.7

Jan.-June
‘06
10.7
0.1
0.7
8.2
0.9
0.4
21.8

North America
East Asia
EU-27
Total, World

Jan.-June
‘07
7,990
7,074
4,206
23,665

Jan.-June
‘06
7,236
10,378
1,486
21,172

Jan.-June
‘06
$6.5
$0
$0
$5.4
$0.7
$0.3
$14.3

Jan.-June
‘07
$12.8
$11.2
$2.9
$4.8
$0.8
$0.6
$34.1

Vol.
change
70%
6101%
974%
-30%
25%
75%
100%

Val.
change
95%

Vol.
change
10%
-32%
183%
12%

Val.
change
61%
-24%
83%
32%

418%
-10%
27%
89%
139%

Egg Products
Jan.-June
‘06
$18.4
$29.6
$10.2
$64.9

Jan.-June
‘07
$29.6
$22.5
$18.6
$85.5

Source: USDA
The above table shows that table egg exports from the United States were up 139 percent,
on a value basis with egg product exports up 32 percent January - July compared with
previous year levels.
marketing for Rembrandt Enterprises,
in Rembrandt, Iowa, it’s largely the
change in Europe to cage-free production, “which has effected the egg
industry world-wide.” Not only has it

is viewed as a dependable supplier,
Hughson says. And the production
cost with Europe is widening as that
region’s producers are shifting to cagefree production, which is more costly,
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On the egg products side, in addition to Europe’s strong growth, North
America exports were up 10 percent,
while East Asia exports were down
32 percent. Exports of egg products to
Mexico jumped 129 percent the ﬁrst
half of 2007, bringing the nation nearly
even with Canada and within $1 million of Japan.

South of the Border
Mexico is also showing interest in
importing U.S. table eggs. More refrigerated table eggs are entering Mexico
through the retail trade in cities along
the border with the United States. Although there are no signiﬁcant tariff
barriers to shipping fresh eggs to Mexico, the reality is that U.S. eggs are refrigerated from farm to store. Mexican
regulations do not require domestic
eggs to be refrigerated, but do require
products (like U.S. eggs) that are transported under refrigeration when they
arrive in Mexico, to be kept under refrigeration. This little catch 22 has successfully kept signiﬁcant quantities of

U.S. table eggs out of Mexico for years,
says USAPEEC’s Toby Moore.
Egg products to Mexico are surging, with the country now one of the
leading importers of U.S. processed
egg products. For years, Japan was the
leading U.S. export market, followed
by Canada as a distant second, followed by everyone else. The European
Union (EU) would occasionally rise
as the market of note, but would fall
back. Mexico was not even on the radar. That’s now changed, Sumner says,
in part to USAPEEC promotions supported by the American Egg Board.
Not only is Mexico “now nip and tuck
with Canada, it could even challenge
Japan as the top market for U.S, egg
products,” he says. The Mexican food
and baking industry has been very receptive to hearing about the beneﬁts of
eggs and egg products, Sumner states.

Egg Bans Aid U.S.
In other positive developments for
U.S. producers: the United Arab Emirates’ ban on eggs from Saudi Arabia,

E FRE
AG

E

C

thus effecting both quantity and price.
Hughson adds that he’s been in the
business for 30 years, and he’s seen exports ebb and ﬂow, “and now it’s our
chance to shine again.”
One additional reason for expanded
U.S. exports is that when U.S. food and
restaurant companies expand overseas, in
many cases they look to U.S. production
if local production cannot supply their
needs on quantity and quality, says Leonard Ballas, president of Ballas Egg Products Corp., Zanesville, Ohio. He adds that
the sales are not necessarily staying in
Europe, that is, shell eggs could be sold in
Europe and resold to other nations. Hughson says that ironically, it is cheaper for a
customer to import eggs from the United
States than to import eggs from some locations within Europe, due to favorable
ocean freight costs.
Other major increases in volume of
table egg exports the ﬁrst half of this
year are the Middle East, up 974 percent; South Asia, up 75 percent; East
Asia, up 70 percent; and Caribbean exports, up 25 percent.

F
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l Export Picture Keeps Getting Better l
and the re-opening of some doors in
India. The Saudi ban and the market’s
mistrust of Indian eggs due to pesticide
concerns, plus low local supply also
led to shipments of U.S. eggs to Iraq.
Exports are not up everywhere, of
course. Exports to Canada are reduced,
and imports from there to the United
States are higher, due to the closing

of a Canadian drier plant that caused
the surplus eggs to be shipped to the
United States.
In addition, “to a certain extent, our
exports will slow down,” Ballas says.
“We’ve come off a cheap market, and
we had a sizeable inventory of dried
eggs that we were able to sell off.” And
he adds that despite high exports to

ALL EGG PRODUCERS
Breeder, Table, SPF and
Game Eggs...
For all your washing
and sanitizing
needs, you know

where it’s @....
www.MSTegg.com
or contact - sales@MSTegg.com
Tel: +44 (0)1536 516778 / +1 423-881-3882

Combi-Matic
Alternative-System For Layers
• All decks are fully equipped
• Can be easily converted
into “Mini-Aviary”
• Flooring is plastic coated,
free of zinc spikes
Meets or
exceeds UEP
& industry
guidelines!
OF AMERICA, INC.

P.O. Box 39 • Register, GA 30452 • (912) 681-2763 • Fax : (912) 681-1096
www.farmerautomatic.com • e-mail: fa@farmerautomatic.com

Europe, sales would be even stronger
without the trade barriers that make it
difﬁcult for U.S. producers to export to
Europe.
Overall, despite major increases in
egg exports, there is still a lot of upside
potential, USAPEEC ofﬁcials say, with
only 3.3 percent of U.S. eggs exported,
far lower than other poultry sectors. EI

➤

RESEARCHREVIEW

Adding a Bacterial
Culture Can Lower
Cholesterol
Reviewed by Scott M. Russell

A

n interesting study recently found
that supplementation of hens’ diets
with Rhodobacter capsulatus at a level
of 0.04 percent signiﬁcantly reduced
(P < 0.05) cholesterol and triglyceride
concentrations in the blood serum of
the chickens by 15 percent and 11 percent, respectively.
Dietary supplementation with R.
capsulatus lowered the amount of cholesterol and triglycerides in yolks of
eggs laid by these chickens by 13 per-

Research parameters
Forty 23-week-old Hy-Line
Brown laying hens randomly
assigned to four different treatment groups (10 laying hens
per group) and fed diets that
were supplemented with 0
(control), 0.01, 0.02 and 0.04
percent R. capsulatus during a
60-day feeding period.

cent and 16 percent, respectively, over a
60-day feeding period. Cholesterol and
triglyceride concentrations in blood serum as well as egg-yolks were changed
linearly in accordance with increasing
levels of dietary R. capsulatus.
—Continued on p.17
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Boom Continues for
Non-Conﬁned Laying Systems
By Dr. Simon M. Shane

P

roduction of eggs from non-conﬁned (NC) ﬂocks has increased
rapidly in the United States during the past 5 years. Is it estimated that
approximately 15 million NC hens are
now producing either conventional or
organic product. Eggs are marketed as
specialty brands based on housing sys-

tem, all vegetable diets, and nutrient
enrichment.
Although specialty eggs generate
a premium over generics, additional
costs are incurred in production and
for the efforts expended in attaining
high standards of quality. Production
of eggs from NC systems is now undertaken by the nation’s largest egg

producers and volume, increasingly
derived from commercial operations,
is no longer conﬁned to small-scale
family farms.
Due to the consumer demand for
eggs from NC ﬂocks, product is now
offered in upscale gourmet and boutique grocery outlets as well as mainstream supermarkets and club stores.

Available Aviary Systems
Farmer Automatic
The Farmer Automatic (www.
farmerautomatic.com) system supplied
by Josef Kuehlmann of Germany and
the similar Salmet installation can be
purchased as turnkey units. These incorporate multi-tier perch modules with
feeders and drinkers, nests with center
or side belt egg collection, plastic slats,
and manure belts to remove excreta.
The design of houses must be compatible with an aviary installation with
respect to ﬂoor dimensions, ceiling
height, insulation, ventilation rating,
and illumination. Stocking density
ranges from 1 ft.2 of combined ﬂoor and
perch area to 1.2 ft.2 to 1.5 ft.2 required
for production of organic eggs, depending on the certifying agency requirements.
Location of communal nests, illumination and the plastic slats forming an
apron to the entry of nests is critical to
reducing or eliminating ﬂoor-laying especially at onset of production. Most
aviary systems have electric shock wires
installed adjacent to longitudinal walls
and in corners to discourage nesting
by broody hens. The communal nest
modules require an appropriate slope
towards the collection belt to ensure
rapid roll away after lay. Hen excluders are necessary to eject broody hens

and birds with a low peck order, which
congregate in nests, limiting access by
producing hens.

Salmet
Salmet of Germany (www.salmet.
de) offers both welded wire and plastic
slats for easy assembly and their systems can be supplied with or without
manure belts to suit a variety of house
conﬁgurations and local production requirements.

Jansen
Jansen of Holland (www.jpe.org)
supplies aviary systems with two and
three-tier perches ﬁtted with feeders
and nipple drinkers. Generally a 5060 ft. wide house will have three rows
of perches and two rows of communal
nests arranged in a back-to-back conﬁguration with center belt egg collection.

Big Dutchman
The Big Dutchman (www.bigdutchman.com) Natura multi-level aviary
system can be supplied in several conﬁgurations depending on the width of
houses. The ﬂoor of the house usually
serves as a scratch area on litter to conform to European Union requirements.
Corridors between nest installations and
perches are covered with plastic slats.

Communal nests are provided in two
designs. The plastic sheet ejection system is used in the original Colony nest
but the Colony 2+ is supplied with a
patented tilting ﬂoor to close the nest.
Perches are specially designed to encourage hens to face forward into the
corridors so that feces can be collected
onto plastic belts. Speciﬁc location of
illumination and nipple drinker lines encourages hens to lay in nests.
Plastic slats used with the Integra
Natura Aviary system provide maximum traction without sharp edges or
corners, maintaining the integrity of
foot-pads. Slat design is always a compromise between hen comfort and ability to transfer feces to belts, preventing
soiling of feet and fecal contamination
of shells.
On-belt manure drying, adapted from
conventional cage systems reduces ammonia and if manure is removed at 5day intervals, the problem of ﬂy infestation is virtually eliminated without the
used of insecticides.
Aviary systems are compatible with
two-story buildings, optimizing use of
available land. In the case of organic
production, provisions must be made to
allow hens housed in the upper level access to the exterior either on verandas or
ramps that descend to ground level.
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Currently four alternatives are used
to house non-conﬁned egg production
ﬂocks:
➤Conversion of surplus or obsolete broiler breeder houses, especially
in the Southeast and the Mid-Atlantic
states.
➤Installation of ﬂoor systems in existing houses following removal of old
unserviceable cages.
➤Erection of new units incorporating conventional ﬂoor systems with
mechanical egg collection, usually
undertaken by owners of large enterprises.
➤Establishment of new units
equipped with sophisticated aviary
installations. Logistic and capital cost
considerations usually require direct
company ownership.

Considerations for
Non-Conﬁned Flocks
At the present time, maintaining
an adequate supply of eggs from NC
ﬂocks to balance demand from the
marketplace results in instances where
producers may compromise on housing
and equipment. This will adversely affect quality or even food safety and is
contrary to establishing an acceptable
image for a brand.
Most small NC ﬂocks, especially
those housed in converted broiler breeder units, are owned and operated by
contractors. This requires product to be
held on farms and transported to plants
for off-line processing. With the advent
of aviary systems, which offer high
stocking density relative to ﬂoor area,
it is possible to develop operations that
offer the cost advantages, quality and

Retroﬁt Installations

A

n extensive range of equipment
is offered by the major manufacturers to convert cage units
to NC production. Slats are available from Big Dutchman, Jansen, and
Chore-Time. It is essential to select
a slat system that is compatible with
manure collection since both components manufactured by a single supplier will have a common conﬁguration. In some areas of the United
States, traditional wooden slats can
be used since these are economical
and relatively easy to install. Generally, wooden slats are used in retroﬁtted houses with collection of manure
in pits.
Efﬁcient and functional nest systems
are critical to reducing the proportion of
ﬂoor eggs and maintaining production
of clean shells. To optimize space, nest
installations are placed longitudinally in
the house in a back-to-back conﬁguration. In some houses nests can be located on the longitudinal walls. Eggs can
be collected either by roll-away to the
center or to the front of the nest. The
latter conﬁguration requires a cover
which is usually hinged to allow access
to belts. Perforated plastic egg belts
reduce shell contamination but many
systems use conventional ﬁber or solid
plastic material.
organic production, compliance with
the rules of the National Organic Program requires certiﬁcation of facilities

➤ Production of eggs from non-caged systems is

now undertaken by the nation’s largest egg
producers and volume is increasingly derived
from commercial operations and is no longer
conﬁned to small-scale family farms.

ease of management associated with
conventional in-line cage complexes.
The most important determinants in
the design of housing and selection of
equipment include return on investment, labor efﬁciency, quality of product, and ﬂock welfare. In the case of

and procedures by an approved agency,
placement of organic pullets and purchase or mixing of feed containing only
certiﬁed organic ingredients.

High Initial Capital Cost
Aviary systems developed in Europe

Vencomatic
Vencomatic (www.vencomatic.com)
supplies nests with both conﬁgurations
and ﬂoors are hinged for self cleaning
and to eject hens at predetermined time
intervals. Vencomatic supplies nests
with the patented Vencomat nest ﬂoor
with a pad with raised rubber “ﬁngers.”

Chore-Time
Chore-Time (www.ctbinc.com/egg.
htm) nest systems are modular in design
and are available in rear roll-out or single front roll-out conﬁguration. Nests
incorporate a power activated hinged
top to inspect the interior of nests and an
automated expeller is installed, which
can be operated either manually or by a
time clock. Chore-Time supplies woven
wire entry ramps and Astroturf pads for
their 4-ft. modules which clean the feet
of hens before entry into the nest.

Jansen
Jansen Premium (www.jpe.org) nests
are constructed of plywood with plastic
partition walls. The durability of plywood and the ability to disinfect units
may represent a challenge to decontamination compared to units fabricated
from galvanized metal. Jansen nests
incorporate a perforated plastic mat to
reduce contamination of shells.
during the late 1980s, are compatible
with an in-line conﬁguration. The relatively high initial capital cost, which is
offset in part by high density relative
to ﬂoor area, makes this system attractive to existing integrators expanding into specialty egg production. It is
estimated that a unit holding 25,000
hens would incur an expenditure of
$300,000 for mechanical installations,
feeders, watering system, mechanical
nests, conveyors, and ventilation.
The additional cost for the house
might range from $100,000 to $200,000
depending on conﬁguration, construction materials, services, and insulation.
The capital cost per hen housed could
extend from $16 to $20 depending on
selection of equipment and the design
of the facility. Assuming depreciation
September 2007•EGG INDUSTRY 13
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l Boom Continues for Non-Conﬁned Laying Systems l
of the building at 10 percent per annum, and 15 percent on
mechanical equipment, interest at 5 percent and allowing
provisions for maintenance, the annual ﬁxed cost compo-

Farmer Automatic’s
innovative Windrow Composter

nent of production would approach $90,000 representing a
value of 12 to 14 cents per dozen at 80 percent ﬂock production.
The cost of a retroﬁtted nest installation, lighting, feeders, slats and other upgrades in a suitable existing building
would be in the region of $75,000 for a ﬂock of 9,000 to
10,000 hens. In the case of the conversion the annual ﬁxed
cost would be approximately $20,000 representing 8 to 10
cents per dozen. If units are established at a distance from
the plant, additional costs would be incurred for transport
and breakage in transit.

Loss Problems
New technology for better performance & reliability

TOTALLY RE-DESIGNED HYDRAULIC
SYSTEM: Includes industrial duty
pump and high-pressure filtration

WHEELS: New torque hub
planetary drives with 4 – 1
reduction powered by individual
hydraulic motors

General Considerations

PICK-UP HEAD: New drive
mechanism with sleeve and
shear pin assembly for powering augers
(912) 681-2763
Call today for a FREE brochure!
P.O. Box 39 • Register, GA 30452
www.farmerautomatic.com

Extensive losses may occur in NC units as a result of
extensive soiling of eggs, especially in units with insufﬁcient or poorly designed nests and slats leading into nests.
Laying on litter or slats may become a consistent problem
in some NC units resulting in additional labor costs for
manual collection, decreased yield from shell damage and
direct loss of eggs into the pits.

OF AMERICA, INC.

Replacement pullets for NC systems should generally
be raised on either litter or slats using feeding and watering installations similar to those installed in laying operations. This avoids problems of adjustment when ﬂocks are
transferred to laying houses. Incompatibility of rearing and
feeding systems may be reﬂected in post-transfer mortality
due to dehydration, injuries from competition and weight
loss due to inability to adapt to a new feeding system. As
with the caged ﬂocks, optimal uniformity and live weight
consistent with strain standard is critical to attaining standard production and persistence.
Prompt removal of ﬂoor eggs from slats and litter during the four weeks following the onset
of production will reduce the persistence of the problem and contribute to
gathering a high proportion of eggs
with clean shells. The additional labor
required is a worthwhile investment
as contractors and processors beneﬁt
from higher yield of saleable eggs.
As the demand for egg from NC
ﬂocks increases, more aviary and retroﬁt installations will be purchased.
Conversion of old broiler breeder
houses may continue in the Southeast
and the Mid-Atlantic States, but the
deﬁciencies of these units and the fact
that they are operated by small-scale
contractors will generally disfavor this
approach to expansion. Over the long
term, NC eggs will be supplied from
company-owned facilities operated as
in-line operations offering economies
of scale.
EI
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Food Safety Concerns in China
Boost Demand for Premium Foods
By Terry Evans

I

t might sound strange, but the outcome of Avian Inﬂuenza (AI) outbreaks in China has been a breath
of fresh air for food processors. The
government and urban consumers now
hold food safety as a concern, increasing the demand for premium foods
produced with safe ingredients.
“Other positive results from the AI
outbreaks and the related negative
publicity have been demands for more
product information through labeling,”
Morten Ernst, Sanovo International,
said at the International Egg Commission conference in London.
The Chinese government has recognized the importance and neces-

Morten Ernst, Sanovo International
sity for food safety by implementing
regulations that ensures the consumer
higher quality and safer end products.
In addition, the food safety bureau is
continuing its focus on developing egg
handling and processing regulations.
With China hosting the Olympics as

well as the World Fair in Shanghai in
2010, there is still a fear of the potential nightmare scenario of what a livestock disease outbreak that could affect
humans might do, Ernst said. Beijing
has set up an expert panel on food security, he noted.

Established Regulations
Although established regulations are
many steps away, guidelines of processing egg products are already in place.
With most of the international food
processors in China using pasteurised
egg products, the current government’s
challenge is to urge local food processors to also use pasteurised egg products for the safety of the consumer.
Ernst said that large food
companies are being encouraged to work with farmers to
grow products or breed poultry
and produce eggs under a uniﬁed set of standards and quality
control mechanisms. There are
national and local standards, and
many producers have their own.
Multi-national food processors
often have their own speciﬁcations and requirements for the
ingredients they buy - including
eggs and egg products.
The central government is implementing a “safety guaranteed
foods” policy, under which only
foods from designated processing facilities are allowed into the
retail channel. “This will force
food processors to improve their
production methods and their
selection of raw materials, and
should increase the demand for
high quality processed egg products,”
he said.
More than 60 percent of the country’s
urbanites were willing to pay more for
produce certiﬁed safe or organic, Ernst
added. Wal-Mart started selling organic products in all of its Chinese stores

– now totalling 71 – in 2005. As a result, egg sales rose 50 percent in the 12
months through to November 2006.
China has about 14 egg product
plants in operation, with another three
starting up this year. The existing plants
had a combined annual egg breaking
capacity of 90,000 tonnes, which will
grow to about 110,000t when the three
additional plants start up.
A few of these 17 processors are
integrated, with two of them operating
their own feed-mill and million-bird
layer farms. Both of these were planning large expansions of layer capacity
as well as increased egg products capacities. Of the remainder, some have
strict control of both feed and layers
through contracts, while others bought
their eggs in the open market, direct
from farms or through egg traders.
Almost all process egg powder,
mostly whole egg, with most of the
powder going to the huge noodle and
bakery industries.

Pasteurized Egg Products
Ernst said that throughout Asia, concerns over AI have resulted in most local food processors showing increased
interest in pasteurised egg products
and egg powder.
To make the food industry change
from fresh eggs to using products was
a massive challenge in countries where
food regulations, and food safety were
either not established or in their infancy, he said.
“The thinking which has made egg
products popular in the developed
world is not yet a factor in Southeast
Asia. Labor is cheap, hygiene is often
not a concern, and convenience does
not matter,” he said.
Ernst added, “The low level of utilization of existing egg products’
processing facilities in China and
Asia—excluding Japan—is proof that
this industry has a long way to go.” EI
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RESEARCHREVIEW

—Continued from p.10

Increased High-Density
Lipoprotein
These results suggest that there was
a dose-response associated with this
study. The authors also mentioned that
supplementation of R. capsulatus in the
hens’ diets increased high-density lipoprotein cholesterol level and decreased
(P < 0.05) the atherogenic index of the
serum of the birds. The color of the yolk
was reported to have been improved (P
< 0.05) in the group fed the 0.04 percent R. capsulatus supplemented diet
when compared with the control group.
The amount of cholesterol and triglycerides in the livers of the chickens was
reduced (P < 0.05) when the hens were
fed 0.04 percent R. capsulatus.
In addition, the supplementation of
R. capsulatus in layer diets did not appear to cause any adverse effects on egg

sential as eggs are a very high quality
and nutrient-rich food source that suffer
from a poor reputation. As the public
becomes more and more health-conscious, it is important that the scientiﬁc
community assist the poultry industry
in providing more healthy foods.
U. Salma, A.G. Miah, K.M.A.
Tareq, T. Maki and H. Tsujii; 2007.

Effect of dietary Rhodobacter capsulatus on egg-yolk cholesterol and laying hen performance. Poultry Science,
86(4): 714-719.
Dr. Russell is Associate Professor
of Poultry Processing and Products
Microbiology, University of Georgia,
Poultry Science Department, Athens,
Ga.

➤ Cholesterol and

triglyceride concentrations in blood serum
as well as egg-yolks
were changed linearly
in accordance with
increasing levels of
dietary R. capsulatus.

Low-Cholesterol Eggs
The authors postulated that known
and unknown factors are present in R.
capsulatus presumably responsible for
the hypocholesterolemic effect on laying hens. They concluded that dietary
supplementation of R. capsulatus may
lead to the development of low-cholesterol chicken eggs. This research is es-

TM Trademarks ® Registered by Kemin Industries, Inc., USA. © 2007 Kemin Industries, Inc., USA.

production, shell weight, shell thickness, Haugh unit, yolk index and feed
conversion efﬁciency when compared
with the same parameters for the control-laying hens.
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INDUSTRYCALENDAR

➤

September

16-21: International Egg Commission’s
Annual Conference
Hilton Hotel, Budapest, Hungary. Contact: Julian
Madeley.Tel +44 (0) 20 7490 3493. Fax: +44 (0) 20
7490 3495. E-mail: Julian@internationalegg.com.

October

3-4: National Chicken Council
Annual Conference
JW Marriott Hotel, Washington, D.C. Contact: National Chicken Council, 1015 15th Street, NW, Ste.
930, Washington, D.C. 20005-2622. Tel: 202-2962622. Fax: 202-293-4005. E-mail: ncc@chickenusa.
org. Website: www.nationalchickencouncil.org.

2008
January

23–25: International Poultry Exposition
2008
Georgia World Congress Center, Atlanta, Georgia. Contact: US Poultry & Egg Association, 1530
Cooledge Road, Tucker, Georgia 30084-7804.
Tel: 770-493-9401. Fax: 770-493-9257. E-mail:
expogeneralinfo@poultryegg.org. Website: www.
poultryegg.org.

March

18–20: Midwest Poultry
Federation Convention 2008
St. Paul, Minnesota. Contact: Midwest Poultry

Federation, 108 Marty Drive, Buffalo, Minnesota
55313. Tel: 763-682-2171. Fax: 763-682-5546. Email: lara@midwestpoultry.com. Website: www.
midwestpoultry.com.

2009
January

28–30: International Poultry Exposition
2009
Georgia World Congress Center, Atlanta, Georgia. Contact: US Poultry & Egg Association, 1530
Cooledge Road, Tucker, Georgia 30084-7804. Tel:
770-493-9401. Fax: 770-493-9257. E-mail: expogeneralinfo@poultryegg.org. Website: www.poultryegg.org.

MARKETPLACE

➤

Ad sizes start at one column by one inch and may be any size
up to six column inches. Logos and photographs are acceptable.
Add color for an additional $30 per color per insertion. The rate
for EGG INDUSTRY is $100 per inch per insertion (1-time rate),
$90 per inch per insertion (6-time rate), and $80 per inch per insertion (12-time rate). The production charge is included except
for ads with excessive make-up demands.
For more information on how to place your ad, contact:

Denise Slager
Tel: 815-734-5675
Fax: 815-968-0941
E-mail: dslager@wattnet.net

Ph: 515-332-3945
Fax: 515-604-3945

FLIES A PROBLEM?
We have the solution . . .
fly parasites.

Natural One-Two Punch!

HISTER BEETLES

Long-lived fly egg predators

FLY PARASITES

Fly pupa destroyers

ipm laboratories, inc.
Free Consultation
www.ipmlabs.com

315-497-2063

CO2 MAK cart.
Approved by UEP
for disposal of
spent fowl.

FLY PROBLEMS?
Got Manure: We have the cure!
Biological Fly Management Program
Entomologist/Consultation Available

kunafin

MANURE BELTS
Belt conveyors available in stainless, galvanized or epoxy coated. Portable or Stationary. Quality conveyors since 1943.

Long-Term Fly Control

FPM Inc.
Poultry carts & trailers
Ph. 402-729-2264
www.fpmne.com

“The Insectary”
U.S.A.
Phone: 1-800-832-1113
Fax: 1-830-757-1468

www.kunafin.com

Northwest Iowa egg processing facility
looking to ﬁll two positions.
➤ A bilingual assistant plant manager for grading and breaking area.
Salary starting at $45,000 to $60,000 per year depending
on experience.

➤ A Diamond 8300/8400 Egg Processing Machine service/repairman
Salary starting at $50,000 to $70,000 per year depending
on experience.

800-477-3715

Includes health, dental, disability insurance and moving costs to relocate.

Contact Joe Laffoon: 712-735-6010
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Born
toRide.

Lubing's Egg Conveying Systems have
established a strong position in the marketplace
because of their exceptional quality, reliability,
performance and trouble-free operation. Did
you know that more than 75% of all table
grade and breaking stock eggs are riding on
a Lubing? Give your eggs the safest ride they
can get and protect the return on your
investment with a quality system from Lubing.

Curve Conveyors
Handle up to 60° slopes

Dirty Egg Returns
Superior design - Reliable performance
Got Lubing? For additional information about our cutting-edge
poultry products please call us at 423 709.1000, use our tollfree fax line 866 289.3237, write to info@lubingusa.com or
visit our website at www.lubingusa.com.

Transfer Tables
Rugged Construction - Built to last

Belt Conveyors
Lengths up to 2,000 ft.

A Tradition of Innovation.
LUBING Systems, LP • 135 Corporate Drive, SW • Cleveland, TN 37311 • tel 423 709.1000 • toll-free fax 866 289.3237
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